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Abstract—Traditionally, Internet has provided best-effort service to every user regardless of its requirements. However, as Internet becomes universally available, users demand more bandwidth and applications require more and more resources, and interest has developed in having the Internet provide some degree of Quality of Service. Although QoS is an important issue, the question of how it will be brought into the Internet has not been solved yet. Researches, due to the rapid advances in technology are proposing new and more desirable capabilities for the next generation of IP infrastructures. But neither all applications demand the same amount of resources, nor all users are service providers. In this way, this paper is the first of a series of papers that presents an architecture as a first step to the optimization of QoS in the Internet environment as a solution to a SMSE’s problem whose objective is to provide public service to the Internet with certain Quality of Service expectations. The service provides new business opportunities, but also presents new challenges. We have designed and implemented a scalable service framework that supports adaptive bandwidth based on user demands, and the billing based on usage and on QoS. The developed application has been evaluated and the results show that traffic limiting works at optimum and so it does exceeding bandwidth distribution. However, some considerations are done and currently research is under way in two basic areas: (i) development and testing new transfer protocols, and (ii) developing new strategies for traffic improvements based on service differentiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET provides new business opportunities to service providers, application developers, infrastructure builders and researchers in general, because it allows mobility, sharing information, etc. Therefore the concept of always being connected exists and is demanded more and more by all users so internet is becoming a basic necessity and compel industry and governments to offer Internet services as a mandatory rule [1], [2]. This work was supported in part by the Basque Government, the SMSEs IKUSI and Donewtech Solutions, S.A.
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However, offering internet connection is not enough. Nowadays users, on the one hand, expect a good service, being unacceptable that a user connected in a P2P mode for example, consumes nearly all the bandwidth, leaving the others with no connection at all when all have paid for a connection. On the other hand, developers create new and more powerful applications demanding new and different resources.

So in a scenario where a user demands a service, several questions arise; how services with some QoS management are served? [3] What is the economical model used to pricing?

Regarding the first question, several approaches could be followed: one technique could be to assure QoS based on the type of transferred data, where objectives would be:

1) Keep low latency for interactive traffic, where downloading or uploading files should neither hinder SSH nor Telnet.
2) Allow “navigation” to a reasonable speed while information is being transferred.
3) Assure that sending data does not disturb downloading data, and vice versa.

Another method could be to guarantee a specific bandwidth to each user, without taking into account the type of services it uses. It could also be possible to mix both approaches: to guarantee a specific bandwidth to some users and to manage the remaining bandwidth based on the services they use (QoS assuring strategy). But in either case, the link is used by different types of services at the same time, so, a service differentiation must be made. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) framework [4], [5] as a simple mechanism to provide Quality of Service to traffic aggregates. Services classes and their forwarding treatment are defined by a Service Level Agreement (SLA) and a Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA). The TCA is part of the SLA and specifies the practical details of the service parameters for traffic profiles.

Each DiffServ node from a logical point of view has two functionalities: packet classification and traffic conditioning.

The packet classification policy (Fig. 1) identifies the subset of traffic which may receive a differentiated service. Packet classifiers select packets in a traffic stream based on the content of some fields of the packet header.

A traffic conditioner (Fig.1) may contain the following elements: meter, marker, shaper and dropper. A traffic stream is selected by a classifier (based on the content of some fields of the packet header), which steers the packets to a logical
instance of a traffic conditioner. A meter is used (where appropriate) to measure the traffic stream against a traffic profile (previously determined in TCA). The state of the meter with respect to a particular packet may be used to affect a marking, dropping, or shaping action. Shapers delay some or all of the packets in a traffic stream in order to bring the stream into compliance with a traffic profile.

TCP can slow down in time.

3) The \textit{Token Bucket Filter} (TBF), a shaper that emits packets at a fixed rate.

4) \textit{Stochastic Fair Queueing} (SFQ) [13], one of the several implementations of a set of algorithms called Fair Queueing (FQ) [14], [15]. The basic idea of the SFQ is to provide to each flow with a fair share of resources.

The \textbf{classful queuing disciplines}: contain classes, and provide a handle which attach filters to. There is no prohibition on using a classful \texttt{qdisc} without child classes, although this will usually consume system resources for no benefit. Important queuing disciplines include:

1) PRIO (Priority scheduler): in classic Priority Queueing, packets are first classified by the system and then placed into different priority queues. Packets are scheduled from the head of a given queue only if all queues of higher priority are empty. Within each of the priority queues, packets are scheduled in FIFO order [16].

2) Schedulers implementing the model called “Hierarchical Link-Sharing” described in [17]. First, “Class Based Queueing” (CBQ) was created, but a better implementation of the model and easier in its configuration called “Hierarchical Token Bucket” (HTB) [18] is recommended to be used nowadays. A key feature is that the model gives us some tools to avoid starvation of a low priority class, as the framework has the ability to share bandwidth between classes with different priorities. The model also allows a packet scheduler to be assigned to each class, which determines which packet is selected when the class is allowed to transmit a packet.

Concerning the second question, two facts must be considered: a pricing model and a simple mechanism for payment. From the pricing point of view, again several alternatives: logging time, amount of transferred data, type of service, etc. From the payment point of view the user should have as many possibilities as possible to make the payment. A new bonus system could be designed so that the user could freely use services or simply pay at the end of the connection.

II. PROBLEM AND IMPLEMENTED SOLUTION

A. Problem

In our case the problem to be solved is posted as: there exists a SMSE that wants to offer public access to Internet with certain Quality of Service expectations to both administrative staff and general domains, the solution must be cost effective and easy to use and to install so that it provides new business opportunity.

B. Problem Solution

The design and the implementation of the solution to our problem are based on the answers to the two questions above described: How services with some \texttt{QoS} management are served? What is the economical model used for pricing?

To “how services with some \texttt{QoS} management are served?” we propose a topology based on three networks, a single link
connection shared by both domains and guaranteeing no interference between them, Linux as the Operating System and open source software products (Fig. 2). In this scenario to have exclusive internet connections for each domain may not be the best economical solution. Therefore we believe that sharing a connection is a good alternative.

Fig. 2 Basic architecture

Fig. 2 shows the basic connection structure of the design:
1) **WAN**: denotes the connection to Internet.
2) **Private LAN**: This LAN represents the network which management staff and other SMSE’s personnel are connected to. This LAN network has not any restriction to access to Internet.
3) **Client LAN**: This LAN stands for the network where a general customer is connected to. The administrator may force to this network’s users into authenticating before accessing to Internet, or may restrict internet connectivity based either on user’s navigation time or on the amount of transferred data (sent or received) by the user.

To the question of “what is the economical model used for pricing?” a new bonus model that offers different connection modalities has been design to facilitate the payment:
1) Prepaid bonus for different amount of bytes (500 kB, 1 GB, for example)
2) Prepaid bonus for different time-steps (half an hour, 2 hours, 10 hours, for example)
3) Consumed data bonus (payment based on the amount of data being transferred)
4) Consumed time bonus (payment based on logging connection time)

We are of the opinion that the utilization of bonuses is very important, firstly, because they are sharable, that is, a bonus can be used by several customers simultaneously allowing, organizers of meetings, lecture classes etc., to use just one bonus, and secondly, because bonuses can be assigned to special users. Definitely, this type of pricing represents a clear business opportunity to the SMSE.

**C. Implementation**

A web-based user-friendly interface with a high level of abstraction has been developed which allows the SMSE’s administrator to keep up to date the system configuration without knowing how it really works.

There are several parameters which can be configured by the administrator, however, based on Differentiated Services philosophy, the administrator simply defines, specifies and groups services into classes or levels which will have different treatment. Selected configurations are saved and retrieved to/from a database and scripts are generated and executed internally and transparently.

Based on DiffServ philosophy, and concerning the **packet classification**, in each of the interfaces, traffic is classified based on the services and classes defined for that interface. For each defined service, an **iptables** rule [9] is introduced, to classify and to mark all traffic that follows the pattern identifying that service. All services grouped in the same class are marked with the same specific number. This number will be used by traffic conditioning module to give packets from each class different treatment. Concerning **traffic conditioning**, a Class-Based-Queueing (HTB queueing discipline) packet scheduler [18] has been selected because its hierarchical approach is well suited for setups where a fixed amount of bandwidth is divided for different purposes, giving each purpose a guaranteed bandwidth, with the possibility of specifying how much bandwidth can be borrowed. Moreover, it can be combined with SFQ queues, trying to prevent any single client or flow from dominating the network usage. Summing up, traffic is selected and marked by iptables (with same number for each class). Based on this identifying number, filters attached to the root **qdisc** are responsible for assigning packets to the associated HTB class, which represents the differentiated service treatment for each class. To end, Stochastic Fair Queueing scheduler is used within each class to achieve a fair sharing of resources within each class (Fig. 3).

**Traffic classification**: The administrator defines the services that need to be differentiated. By default the most common services are already defined in the web application, but the administrator can modify, delete and introduce new services. A service is defined by a set of parameters, basically:
1) **Name**: identifies the service; for example, HTTP, SMTP.
2) **Protocol**: “ICMP”, “TCP”, “UDP” or “TCP/UDP”
3) **Type** (enabled when protocol is TCP or UDP): “port” or “packet’s length”.
4) **Value** (enabled when type is defined): numeric value.
case type has been defined as a “port”, single ports or port ranges can be defined. In case type is defined as “packet’s length”, an integer defining packet’s length is introduced. It is recommended to classify short packets, ACKs, etc.

This first step does not associate services and classes. This association will be done in the following steps.

**Service classes and differentiation:** Firstly, the administrator must specify the amount of bandwidth that is available (download/upload from/to Internet), and decide how to divide it between both domains: Client LAN and Private LAN. This information is obtained by requesting:

1) **Download rate (kb/s)**
2) **Upload rate (kb/s)**
3) **Percentage of available bandwidth for Client LAN (%)**

Since, the developed application supports service differentiation in outgoing traffic in the network interfaces it is necessary to know the amount of bandwidth that is actually available in each interface. These approximations are made:

1) **WAN interface outgoing traffic is interpreted as upload traffic**
2) **Client LAN interface outgoing traffic is interpreted as download traffic in Client LAN**
3) **Private LAN interface outgoing traffic is interpreted as download traffic in Private LAN**

It should be clear that, these approximations do not lead to error since outgoing traffic in both Client LAN and Private LAN comes from WAN interface (traffic between Client LAN and Private LAN is not generally allowed, if it were permitted this traffic would be minimum due to the functionality of the architecture). Consequently, available bandwidth in each interface is obtained after applying a penalization factor (0.90) to the theoretical values as shown below:

1) **WAN interface: 0.90 * upload rate. (kb/s)**
2) **Client LAN interface: 0.90 * download rate * percentage / 100 (kb/s)**
3) **Private LAN interface: 0.90 * download rate * (100 – percentage) / 100 (kb/s)**

Secondly, it is necessary to group services defined in the previous step into service classes and to define traffic conditioning rules for each traffic class as if they were bandwidth rules for the administrator. Bandwidth rules are defined in each one of the network interfaces. To define a rule, it is necessary to set the following parameters:

1) **Priority:** “Low”, “Medium” or “High”.
2) **By default:** “Yes” or “No”. Only one of the rules of each network interface must be defined as default. This is necessary to define which rule will be applied to the services that have not been specifically defined.
3) **Minimum BW (%): Minimum BW guaranteed.**
4) **Maximum BW (%): If BW is available, maximum BW will be used.**
5) **Type:** “Services” or “User”. In case that “services” is selected it is necessary to specify which ones will be included among the services that were defined in previous step (to help the administrator, a list box will be shown with all defined services). In case that “user” is selected, this rule will be reserved for a user that asks for a guaranteed bandwidth no matter what services are used.

These rules automatically generate an identification number for ordering and identification purposes. Each of these rules is a service class, where applications are included, having all of them the same treatment, defined by the HTB class assigned to them.

**Pricing and counting:** To price and to count Client LAN’s users’ consumption, their accesses are controlled through a captive portal functionality. To allow user navigate correctly after authentication, and once user’s ip address has been obtained by the servlet attending user’s authentication petition, new iptables rules are introduced. These specific rules are responsible for:

1) Skipping http redirection rules
2) Data transfer counting rules
3) Packet marking rules (in case the bonus has got associated a guaranteed bandwidth)

When a user closes its session, session’s consumption is saved into a database and rules are deleted.

This operational mode indicates that, the administrator must define all the modalities that will be offered to the users. These will be the patterns of the individual bonus that will be created when client requests them. These patterns specify how long the bonus will be valid, if it is prepaid or not, if it is based on time or transferred data, how much it costs (if it is prepaid) or how much the defined unit on time (hour, minutes, etc) or on data quantity (bytes, kbytes, etc) costs.

**III. TESTING**

To evaluate the performance of the developed application a thorough testing has been performed to one interface. For that a PC acting as traffic generator is placed in the Private LAN, and another PC is positioned in the Client LAN to collect the generated traffic. WAN network has not been used since total control on the networks is needed. To carry out this testing, communication between Private LAN and Client LAN has been enabled. A software tool called IPERF [19] is used for traffic generation (iperf acting as a client) as well as for generated traffic collection (iperf acting as a server). For monitoring use of bandwidth, a perl script (monitor_tc.pl) [20] is used. It monitors the HTB classes by using tc utility periodically and writes down bandwidth consumption information in a log file.

In our case four flows are generated at different time steps. In all cases, source is Client A, connecting to Server B in a specific port.

1) **Flow 1:** port 5001, from t=1 minute to t=5 minutes.
2) **Flow 2:** port 5002, from t=2 minutes to t=6 minutes.
3) **Flow 3:** port 5003, from t=3 minutes to t=7 minutes.
4) **Flow 4:** port 5004, from t=4 minutes to t=8 minutes.

And four services have been created to classify these flows. Following the description given in traffic classification, services’ names are “Flow 1”, “Flow 2”, “Flow 3” and “Flow 4”, all of them are characterized by “TCP” protocol and “port”.
Type. The number of the port is the previously mentioned for each one of the flows.

In Client LAN, four rules are created, one for each service (F1, F2, F3 and F4). Traffic generation process is the same in all of the tests, as well as the services associated to each rule, but rules’ characteristics are modified as described.

Client LAN’s download bandwidth (after considering a penalizing factor) is 1620 kb/s, and the rate parameter for all rules is 405 kb/s (25% of the available bandwidth (Minimum BW)). In Test 1 and Test 2, Maximum BW is 100%, whereas in Test 3 and Test 4 it is 50%. In Test 1 and Test 3, all rules have the same priority, whereas in Test 2 and Test 4, F1 has high priority, F2 and F3 have medium priority and F1 low priority.

Tests are done from t = 0 seconds to t = 9 minutes. Fig. 4 shows the results graphically and in Table I some comments about them are made. Traffic limiting works at optimum and so it does exceeding bandwidth distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time interval (min)</th>
<th>Existing flows' number</th>
<th>TEST 1</th>
<th>TEST 2</th>
<th>TEST 3</th>
<th>TEST 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1. All remaining BW is used by F1 as there is no more traffic and F1 can use up to 100%.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1. Remaining BW: 75%. As there is no more traffic, F1 uses its maximum quantity of BW, 50%.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>F1-F2</td>
<td>Assured 25% for both F1 and F2. Remaining BW is 50%, which is shared between F1 and F2 (25% for each) as they have the same priority.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1 and 25% for F2. Remaining BW is 50%, which is used only by F1 as it has higher priority than F2. So 25% for F2 and 75% for F1.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1 and 25% for F2. Remaining BW is 50%, which is firstly used only by F1 as it has higher priority until it arrives at its maximum (50%). At this point, rest of BW (25%) is used by F2. So, 50% for F1 and 50% for F2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>F1-F2-F3</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1, 25% for F2 and 25% for F3. Remaining BW is 25%, which is shared between F1, F2 and F3 as they have the same priority.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1, 25% for F2 and 25% for F3. Remaining BW is 25%, which is used by F1, as it has the highest priority and can use up to 100% of the total BW.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F1, 25% for F2 and 25% for F3. Remaining BW is 25%, which is used by F1, as it has the highest priority and can use up to 50% of the total BW.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>F1-F2-F3-F4</td>
<td>Assured 25% for each flow. There is no remaining BW</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F2, 25% for F3 and 25% for F4. Remaining BW is 25%, which is shared between F2, F3 and F4 as they have the same priority.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F2, 25% for F3 and 25% for F4. Remaining BW is 25%, which is shared between F2 and F3, as they have the same priority (and higher than F4’s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>F2-F3-F4</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F2, 25% for F3 and 25% for F4. Remaining BW is 25%, which is shared between F2, F3 and F4 as they have the same priority.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F3 and 25% for F4. Remaining BW is 50%, which is used only by F3 as it has a higher priority than F4. So 25% for F4 and 75% for F3.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for both F3 and F4. Remaining BW is 50%, which is used firstly by F3 as it has a higher priority, but when it arises up to its maximum (50%) the rest of the BW is consumed by F4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>F3-F4</td>
<td>Assured 25% for both F3 and F4. Remaining BW is 50%, which is shared by F3 and F4 (25% for each) as they have the same priority.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F3 and 25% for F4. Remaining BW is 50%, which is used only by F3 as it has a higher priority than F4. So 25% for F4 and 75% for F3.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for both F3 and F4. Remaining BW is 50%, which is shared between F2 and F3, as they have the same priority (and higher than F4’s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F4. All remaining BW is used by F4 as there is no more traffic and F4 can use up to 100%.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 1.</td>
<td>Assured 25% for F4. Remaining BW: 75%. As there is no more traffic, F4 uses its maximum quantity of BW, 50%.</td>
<td>Same as TEST 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A solution to a SMSE’s problem as a first step to the optimization of QoS in the Internet environment has been presented and thoroughly tested. The obtained profiles show that the main objectives: simplicity, easily configurable, pricing modalities based both on login time and/or quantity of data and a relatively complete bandwidth management solution are satisfied.

The profiles (Fig. 4) and comments (Table I) show that, exceeding bandwidth distribution works as desired and assured bandwidth is always achieved. Bandwidth limiting works also at optimum.

However, some considerations must be done:

The approximation of considering Client LAN interface’s outgoing traffic as download bandwidth for users, Private LAN interface’s outgoing traffic as downloading bandwidth for management staff and WAN interface’s outgoing traffic as upload bandwidth, imposes some limitations:

--Download bandwidth separation between Client LAN and Private LAN is static: one LAN’s unused bandwidth is not available for the other LAN.
--There is no separation between upload traffic from Client LAN and upload traffic from Private LAN.

Yet, improvements could be made by using IMQ (Intermediate Queueing Device) [21], as it allows to shape upload bandwidth, imposes some limitations: for management staff and WAN interface’s outgoing traffic as download bandwidth for users, Private works also at optimum.

Assured bandwidth is always achieved. Bandwidth limiting data and a relatively complete bandwidth management pricing modalities based both on login time and/or quantity of that the main objectives: simplicity, easily configurable, presented and thoroughly tested. The obtained profiles show optimization of QoS in the Internet environment has been assumed:

--Configuration rules are static. Bandwidth parameters need to be assigned statically.
--Traffic classification’s filters are limited to ICMP protocol, tcp/udp ports or packet length.
--All rules are converted to HTB classes which have SFQ queues attached, however, for interactive traffic SFQ queues are not the best solution as SFQ perturb causes packet reordering.
--L7 filters [22] (filters that are able to classify application level packets) and ipp2p [23] (filters that are able to detect peer to peer traffic). This is an area that is being improved continuously.

--Flag detection in TCP packets: SYN, FIN, RST. Currently research is under way in two basic areas: (i) development and testing new transfer protocols, and (ii) developing new strategies for traffic improvements leading to the optimization of network level QoS parameters [24] in IP networks and also for new ways of pricing based on service differentiation.
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